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THE INTEGRATION CHALLENGE(S) THAT THE COUNTRY IS FACING

 Advantages in using administrative data for the compilation of official statistics

 Replace survey data to reduce respondent burden 

 Administrative data more readily available and less costly to obtain

 Wider coverage than sample surveys

 Administrative data collected to carry out primary functions of the respective admin processes, e.g. local marriage 

records from the Registry of Marriages

 Used to produce marriage stats

 Might not cover the full population, e.g. marriages registered overseas



HOW THOSE CHALLENGES WERE ADDRESSED

 Obtain data from secondary sources to bridge the data gap

 E.g. for marriage data, we use birth registration data to supplement as it collects particulars of the parents and their marital

information

 Study range of administrative sources to determine which sources collect marital information and assess if they provide 

further improvements to the coverage

 Important to note definitions and coding used by the respective sources

 Birth registration data (collected at birth of child) is retrospective since the parents would have been married before the birth

 Source may not distinguish legal marriage and cohabitating partners

 Benchmark against survey statistics to determine the remaining gaps



THE INTEGRATION CHALLENGE(S) THAT THE COUNTRY IS FACING

 Increasing demand for geospatial statistics

 Data collected on the person is often a different dataset from data collected on location

 Address of a person is provided by address registration data while geographic regions are aligned with land planning 

authority’s boundaries

 Boundaries reviewed and updated every 5 years in accordance with the strategies of Singapore land development

 To ensure a comparable series across time, updated boundaries need to be applied to earlier years

 Address may no longer exist after boundary update



HOW THOSE CHALLENGES WERE ADDRESSED

 Geotag addresses with X-Y coordinates

 Map coordinates according to the updated boundaries

 Allows for efficient updating of statistics to the new geographic regions 

 Allow population data to be layered with other government geospatial information such as childcare centres, 

schools, car-parks, bus routes, housing information etc. to create greater value for users



WHAT SHOULD BE DONE

 Maintain databases with regular updating

 Population register containing demographic data on Singapore population and dwellings register containing data on residential

dwellings, linked by address coded in a standardized format

 Use multiple datasets to cross-check and ensure production of better quality statistics

 Keep historical data as comparisons and retrospective data checks may be required

 Establish safeguards for the confidentiality of information collected

 Close collaboration between the statistical agency and source agencies is essential to optimise the use of admin data

 Enables the statistical agency to understand the data availability, definitions and treatment of the administrative data managed by the 

source agencies

 Maintain interactions to be alerted to changes in the data source, e.g. agency may stop collecting the data if they no longer require it, 

or agency may conduct a review during which we can provide inputs on what other data items they can collect

 Promote use of standardized definitions and codes so that data definitions across sources are comparable



FUTURE CHALLENGES

 Continued effort to obtain and review suitability of new sources, especially big data sources

 Increased demand for more timely data and coverage of small subgroups of interest

 Further replacement of survey data with admin data sources

 Release of data in various formats on multiple platforms


